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Airs of the States, a poetry classic
Sun Pin: A Dinner for Three, a novella
Li Yinhe: A Study of Love
Fu Yuehui: Giant Elephants Ma Wei: Ten Steps to Kill a
Person, a story
Jiang Yitan: The Boulevard
Zhao Ka: Garlic Breath
Green Moss
Li Dazhao: The Youth Movement of a Young China
Timothy Huson: Li Dazhao’s Vision of a Young China
Stories from Hua Cheng
Hua Cheng is a Guangzhou-based Chinese literary
magazine. Thanks to the efforts of Ms. Zhu Yanling,
managing editor of the magazine, Chinese Literature
and Culture has received permission from Sun Pin, Li
Yinhe, Fu Yuehui, and Ma Wei to translate publish the
four stories originally published in Hua Cheng.
Hua Cheng and Chinese Literature and Culture
co-organized the Sense and Senses story reading
event at the Guangdong University of Foreign Studies
on June 21, 2014. Five translators read excerpts of their
translations from Hua Cheng for Chinese Literature and
Culture to an international audience.The event was the
first of its kind in Guangzhou, and maybe in China.
Stories from Shan Hua
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Shan Hua is a leading Chinese literary magazine based
in Guizhou Province.
The magazine has a very refined literary taste. Like Hua
Cheng, it is an enthusiastic supporter of our new literary
adventure. We thank Mr. Shi of Shan Hua for sharing
our vision. This little Shan Hua column consists of three
interesting stories from three very good writers. One of
our editors loves The Boulevard the best and would like
to see more of Jiang Yitan’s stories translated.
Readers looking for more Shan Hua fiction can read St.
Petersburg Review 2014, which carries Dongwei’s
translation of Wei Ya’s “Music from Heaven,” a tragic
story of great beauty about a migrant construction
worker in Shenzhen.
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This is the print version of the second issue of Chinese
Literature and Culture (ISSN 2332-4287 print; ISSN
2334-1122 online), a journal published three times a
year and available as a book series. This volume
features: Six stories: "An Empty Home" by Xiu Bai,
"Hunting Season" by Ying Chuan, "Journey of
Conscience" by Yao Emei, "The Story of Hu Wenqing"
by Wei Wei, "Defending the Teacher" by Xiao Su, and
"Knowing Nobody, a Housemaid in Beijing" by Liu
Qingbang, and Mu Tao's Lu Xun Prize winning essay:
"Culture Has Blood and Flesh." From the runaway bride
Peach in "An Empty Home" to the mute housemaid
Jiahui in “Journey of Conscience” to the successful but
disillusioned businessman Hu Wenqing, this volume
reflects the diverse problems of contemporary Chinese
work-a-day life and a search for meaning in a changing
world. From most of these stories you hear the critical
voice of today’s Chinese writers and a call to the
reader, beyond cultural borders, to a critical
engagement with life’s final questions.
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In this volume, Canadian author Patrick Kavanagh
contributes an important piece: “Smutty Moll for a
Mattress Jig: Cross-Cultural Collaboration in Beijing,” a
recollection of his encounter with the late Xiao Qian,
who consulted him about the translation of the many
colloquialisms while translating nearly-impossible
Ulysses into Chinese. We also have Su Tong’s
masterpiece “West Window” translated by Prof. Feng
Zhilin. Fraser Sutherland captures the spirit and subtlety
of the story in his commentary with beautifully written
lines like “A girl watches through a window. A boy
watches the girl.” Liu Chun’s “Beijing Guys” is the story
of a virgin girl being womanized by one of Beijing’s “last
bunch of friends in need and friends indeed,” who are
maintaining an old tradition in an increasingly
unrecognizable city and become decadent, adulterous,
and selfish. “The Postman” is the work of Lin Peiyuan, a
promising young author. It is “a story that lets readers
into village life in rural China.” (Craig Hulst). “A Poet’s
Elm” by Xu Yi is the story of a former poet whose eye
disease has ruined her career and is creating
psychological problems. In the poetry section, we have
something quaint: the beautiful lyrics of a petty official in
the Qing Dynasty: “From Intoxication to Sobriety: the
Ditties of Zhao Qingxi,” something that has never been
translated into English before.
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Editorial
The Importance of Understanding by Chu Dongwei
Fiction
Libra by Zong Lihua, translated by Hu Zhengmao
Father in Town by Chen Cang, translated by Song Tao
Nonfiction
Willful and Determined by Zhang Yawen, translated by
Ying Kong
Amid Wind, Flowers, Snow, and Moonlight by Mai
Zhibin, translated by Kang Zhihong
Culture in Perspective
Zong Lihua’s “Libra” by Robert Tindol
A Revolution, a Review of “Father in Town” by Craig
Hulst
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Chinese Literature and Culture, a journal published
three times a year, is devoted to translations of Chinese
texts (works from the past or by contemporary authors),
essays of cultural criticism, and original writings —
fiction or non-fiction — dealing with the China
experience or life in the Chinese communities around
the world. The journal embraces the idea of cultural
translation as advocated by our editors. Subscription
and Purchasing Chinese Literature and Culture has
been accepted into EBSCOhost research databases for
worldwide Current issue and back issues are available
as hardcopy books and ebooks in Amazon.com and
other major online retailing channels.
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"Xue Yiwei is a maverick in contemporary Chinese
literature. He stays alone and aloof, far away from
restive crowds back in his homeland. For him, to write is
to make a pilgrimage to his masters: Joyce, Borges,
Calvino, Proust. He writes with deep devotion and
intense concentration. His fiction often meditates on life,
history, violence, exile. This selection of stories can
open a window into the fiction world he has constructed.
As an admirer of his, I salute his courage, stamina, and
his love of solitude." Ha Jin, winner of the National Book
Award
This volume features five stories--God's Chosen
Photographer, "The True Story of a Family," "Winning
the First Battle," "A Turning Point in History, and "The
Veteran" with commentarires from Xiao Liu, Fraser
Sutherland, Craig Hulst, Caroline A. Brown, Stephen
Nashef, and Amy Hawkins.
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In Eileen Chang’s “The Blockade,” as the
trolley car comes to a standstill, time itself
veers into an eternal moment of free
imagination, revealing the fantasy
underpinnings of humdrum life.
In “A Xi’s Blind Dates,” Chinese writer Yan Xi
Zao vividly depicts the everyday life in
Southern China, and the spiritual quality of
optimism of the hero, A Xi, in harmony with
the varying social and cosmic forms taken by
fate.
The stories and essays of this volume
present a Chinese culture from past to
present bubbling with vitality and value for
today’s emerging cultural paradigm.
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Slavoj Žižek looks awry at classical Chinese thought,
“Is, then, Heaven not the Chinese name for the big
Other? Is not, in this sense, the Communist Party
rule legitimized by the Mandate of Heaven...” Our
gaze shifts to see a surprisingly contemporary
relevance in the ongoing battle between Confucius
and Hanfei.

The plot of Eileen Chang’s “The Blockade”
deals with a few minutes of time in a tram
car during a blockade of Shanghai, focusing
on the actions and thoughts of a married
man and a young woman university teacher.
The unique circumstances of the blockade
suspend normal reality, allowing the mind of
each to fantasize a relation with the other,
the blockade breaking the normal flow of life
and instigating in the young woman a
moment of desperate reflection on the
situation of her marital status. With the lifting
of the blockade, the imagination is again
blocked.
“A Xi’s Blind Dates” is one of two stories in
this volume by Yan Xi Zao, a woman writer
from mainland China currently living near
Chicago. The hero, A Xi, is an unmarried
man in his fifties, whose mother is pressuring
him to find a suitable wife to comfort him in
his elderly years. The blind dates arranged
by a matchmaker dominate the gossip of the
country wives at the village well and provide
a spark of life in the dreary environment of
the spring damp, typical of China’s southern
coast. A Xi’s demeanor and optimism in view
of his fate reflect the core of the Chinese
character in coming to terms with pivots of
meaning beyond social discourse.
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Editorial: The Subtle Science of Literary Translation
Three Beggars
Catalysts: A Response to Xiao Su’s “Three Beggars”
The Death and Life of Doctor Bethune
It's Good to Lie Down
Love
An Interview with Yang Ting: A Story Needs to Be
Original
Three Poems
Fifteen-Minute Company
Commentary on “It’s Good to Lie Down,” a Short Story
by Lin Peiyuan
Poems by Four Ancient Child Prodigies
Chinese Literature and Culture, an academic journal
published three times a year, is devoted to translations
of Chinese texts (works from the past or by
contemporary authors), essays of cultural criticism, and
original writings — fiction or non-fiction — dealing with
the China experience or life in the Chinese communities
around the world. The journal embraces the idea of
cultural translation as advocated by our editors
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Perhaps the best way to celebrate life is to fight
for it.
There is so much in life and there is so much to
say, and here we are lucky to be involved with a
writer who is filled with the zest for life and is
never tired of telling its stories.
A seventy-something? Yes, she is. Yet when it
comes to telling life’s stories, she tells them like a
seven year old, with as much excitement, without
guile, and yet one cannot help being affected. And
you feel she is telling your stories and they
happened yesterday.
I am not unfamiliar with the surroundings in which
Yawen grew up. The bigger story repeats itself
though the individual stories that make up the
bigger story differ from person to person in spite of
the varying surroundings.
Life is a gift and the gift should be appreciated.
Very often a person specially gifted meets with
greater adversity in her life and it takes courage
and perseverance and skill to overcome it. It is the
sense of mission that sets apart an individual from
a crowd that can be unconscious, insensitive, or
maddening. In a word, one needs to know what
she is doing.
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In this volume, we have a short sketch “First Love
at a Deathbed,” a pathetic story of Yawen’s Third
Elder Sister regretting not having fought for her
own life on her deathbed. “Dog Girl” is Ying
Kong’s English adaptation of excerpts of Yawen’s
early fight against fate in getting her limited
education. “The Hawthorn Tree at the Beginning
of My Life,” translated by the smiling but serious
translator Tina Sim, documents the hard life of the
family life in a valley with its suppressed
aspirations and feelings. “In Respect and Awe” is
Vincent Dong’s translation of Yawen’s preface to
her prize-winning biographical novel Playing
Games with the Devil, for the writing of which she
made many interview trips to Europe on her own.
In “Zhang Yawen’s Calling: Rising Against All
Odds,” Ying Kong gives an in-depth introduction to
the Lu Xun Prize winning autobiography The Call
of Life (translated as Cry for Life in an existing
English translation) with a poetic summary of the
author’s life in the first person singular
From “Editorial” by Chu Dongwei.
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Celebrated Chinese writer Zhang Wei, whose
novel You Are on the Plateau won China’s
prestigious Mao Dun Prize for Literature in
2011, is also a powerful short story writer. His
imaginative power, ability to skillfully craft a
story, and picturesque use of language are
rarely found in other writers. Zhang Wei is
well known in China as a master of fiction.
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In this volume, we have Chu Dongwei’s
carefully translated story “A Bitter Debate in a
Dream” to go with the Chinese original by
Zhang Wei and a written seminar consisting
of three commentaries and one scholarly
essay. In the three commentaries, Canadian
author Fraser Sutherland’s “A Lesson of
Sorts: a Commentary on ‘A Bitter Debate in a
Dream,’” O. Henry Prize winner Caitlin
Horrocks’ “A Meaningful Dream Scene: on
Zhang Wei’s ‘A Bitter Debate in a Dream,’”
and writing professor Craig Hulst’s “Practical
and Philosophical Issues: Humans and Their
Dogs: a Commentary on Zhang Wei’s ‘A
Bitter Debate in a Dream,” and Dr. Brian
Cope’s essay “Through Bitterness Something
Ecological Grows: Zhang Wei’s Ecological
Allegory,” you will find interesting angles from
which the writers and scholars approach the
story.
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“Xiao Su’s sad, funny, wonderfully humane
story is a parable of coping. Banishing
middle-class sentimentality, Xiao simply tells
how people, most of them peasants, deal with
the blows life buffets them with.”
Fraser Sutherland
This volume features “Liu Chunshui the Moral
Model,” a story by Xiao Su, one of China’s
finest storywriters of the day.
For village chief Luo Rihuan, getting someone
from his village selected Moral Model of the
Year has been a 15-year-long, arduous
journey and he is immensely proud of himself
when his last nominee Liu Chunshui wins the
title. Liu Chunshui’s mother-in-law is also
proud of this great honor to her family. As the
village chief and the town’s publicist go to
interview him and photograph him, however,
Liu Chunshui hides himself away as if he
hates the title, and as the Moral Model tells his
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story be prepared for a shocking revelation!
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photographer, who is supposed to seek the meaning of life using his
camera, but he endeavors to do so in vain.
In Winning the First Battle, the eldest son of a wealthy landowner is
being groomed to eventually take his father's place. However, the
son rebels against his father and leaves home to join the
revolutionary Red Army.
As he gets involved more deeply in the struggle, he rises to become
a general. But with the revolution over, he now looks for deeper
meaning in life and decides that he must reconcile with his father.
Adhering to the centuries-old tradition of filial piety, he also wants
to take care of his aged father.

Xue Yiwei's stories shift from battles to one's struggles
By Zhu Yuan ( China Daily )Updated: 2016-04-13 07:46:55

Xue Yiwei. [Photo provided to China Daily]
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/culture/2016-04/13/content_2448938
8.htm
What does war mean to an individual? A very pertinent question in
the context of fiction writer Xue Yiwei's five war stories, which
were published in English by Chinese Literature and Culture, an
English-language literary magazine jointly published in the United
States by IntLingo Inc, Westbury, New York and Zilin Ltd,
Guangzhou.
Along with the five stories are commentaries, mostly by foreign
literary critics, who try to delve into the stories for their literary
value by deconstructing them.
The five stories are about the fate of individuals. In a preface to the
collection, Xue writes: "The tension between history and the
individual is one of the main areas I endeavor to explore in my
writing, and war offers a particular means by which to access it."
In The Veteran, the hero identified only as The First Lieutenant is
able to relive only his part in the war. The trauma of war has upset
his balance of past, present and future. Experience is no longer an
arch through which things gleam but a solid wall blocking anything
else from coming through. The past has taken over the individual.
God's Chosen Photographer reflects absurdity and irony where the
hero, who is mad about photography which he has learned from a
foreigner, lies with his camera when he cheats the public with his
picture of what is supposed to be "real" but is definitely not. His
career starts as a war

Xue Yiwei. [Photo provided to China Daily]
On the way home, he tells his driver, the narrator of the story, of his
tussles with his father. Through his stories of the death of his
beloved mother, his father's bid to keep the family stable and his
struggles with his father, we see a man who finally comes to
appreciate what his father wanted to do to secure a family life for
him.
The son appreciates the fact that his father married three women
after his first wife's death in order to provide care and stability for
the three children his first wife had given him.
We see in the general a prodigal son－one who is not ashamed of
what his father did to preserve the family, but one who is eager to
put the two parts of his life together.
It would be easy for readers to look down on the father as the one
who tries to keep his son under control, but Xue does not present us
with a father that we need to vilify.
The father represents everything that the revolution sought to
abolish－aristocracy, wealth, bigamy－a privileged life that
depended on the maintenance of an old society.
But the son does not hold this against his father as a revolutionary
general might. Instead, the son, looking back on his life as a young
man, understands that his father was trying only to create stability
for his son, not to control him for any selfish purpose. The father
wished for the son to have a stable life－the kind of life that he had.
In his review, Craig Hulst says that the hero of the story won the
first battle with his father, but this victory cost him everything he
later finds that he appreciates so much. He is supposed to find the
meaning of life by leaving his stable home. But what meaning did
he find from winning his first battle?
The five stories are about the way heroes search for the meaning of
life from wars they get involved in, but none of them succeed. What
happens in the war or what the war finally results in is not what they
supposed it would bring about. The fact that they fail to come to
terms with this reality should provide readers with some food for
thought.

